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With 61 years of experience in educating the minds of
young leaders with a High-Quality Accredited program,
Universidad EAFIT has challenged itself to pursue a
rigorous path towards improvement and strengthening of
its quality through national and international projection
while maintaining our academic excellence. For this
reason, we have increasingly become an academic
destination for students all around the world.

Receiving more than 200 students from different
nationalities every year for an exchange semester, thanks
to over 278 agreements in 36 countries, we proudly
present Universidad EAFIT.

At EAFIT we offer you an Institution that is open to the
world.

A letter from
The International Relations
Office



Reasons8 To study in EAFIT

1
First private university in Antioquia to obtain
High Quality Institutional Accreditation form
the National Educational Ministry
Endorsed by the Accrediting Council for
Continuing Education and Training (Accet)

High Quality Education
Scientific and applied research
Consulting processes, innovation and
entrepreneuership.
38 research groups recognized by
Colciencias
Applied research also is carried out at the
Urban and Environmental Studies Center
(Urbam), the Center for Political Analysis, the
Asia-Pacific Studies Center and the Argos
Innovation Center.

Teaching and Research University
2

233 academic operation agreements in 34
countries.
EAFIT is home to the southern branch of the
Confucius Institute of Medellin, which seeks to
promote study of Mandarin and Chinese
culture.
Some undergraduate programs, Summer
School courses and a few graduate level
program are taught in English.
The International Relations Office offers the
Buddy Program, which is designed to allow
students to interact with EAFIT students prior
to their arrival

Open to the world
3

More than 15 years of experience.
The Language Center has earned Accet
accreditation.
Every year, students of more than 60
nationalities arrive at Universidad EAFIT to
take part in the Spanish for Foreigners
Program.
The university also offers one level of this
program free of charge to exchange
students.

Spanish for Foreigners
4



EAFIT has a year-long national and
international cultural event calendar that
includes exhibitions, concerts, film cycles, play
and literary colloquiums
The repertoire of EAFIT's Orchestra and
ensembles  includes premiers of national and
universal works. Internationally renowned
soloists and conductors are regularly featured
during each concert season.

Cultural Life
6

The university offers vocational
counseling, psychological and medical
services and provides a space for artistic
workshops and student groups.
Athletic facilities for more than 15 sports 
 and state-of-the-art physical conditioning
center are located on campus.
Bank, travel agencies, a stationery store, a
health-food snack bar, cafeterias, mini
market, restaurants, a bookstore and a
university store. (PONER EL NUEVO CAFE)

Complementary Services
7

Medellín in Colombian's second leading city
after Bogotá, and is regarded as a commercial,
industrial and technological development hub.
It is a leader in the areas of finance, banking,
public services, politics, the arts, culture,
communication, fashion and entertainment.
It is nestled in a valley surrounded by green
mountains and is knows as the "City of the
Eternal Spring"  because of it's year-round
average temperature of 23℃ (73°F).
Medellín is the first Colombian city to have an
integrated transport system (metro, aerial
cable cal, Metroplus buses, standard buses
and tram).
The university in conveniently located next to
the Aguacatala station on the Metro's Line A.

Location

8

Called University-Park because of it's diverse
flora and fauna.
Modern campus with and inviting architectural
design.
Laboratories and classrooms are furnished
with high-tech equipment.
The Luis Echavarria Villegas Cultural Center
and Library houses more than 235.000 print,
digital and audiovisual materials.
Research cubicles, study rooms, reference and
reading areas, a music audition hall, a
documental heritage hall and a multi-media
room.
Financial Laboratory, Marketing Laboratory,
MediaLab, TV studio and VIVO Physical
Conditioning Center.

Modern and Dynamic Campus
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Important: We don't have our own housing
service but there are external options that
we can offer you. These options are not
directly related to the University (So we are
not responsible for any damage or breach of
contracts) and you must be in contact with
the property owner to get more details.

Housing Options
SHARED FLATS WITH STUDENTS

ROOMS IN FAMILY FLATS

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

This is usually a house in which each room is rented

only to college students or single young professionals.

It usually has some House rules and a specific smoking

area. 

No kids and pets allowed. No parties or visits permitted

in some of them and you will be in charge of your own

laundry and cleaning service of your room.

This option will give you the opportunity to meet new

people.

This option is good for those students who like to

share the space with Colombian people and learn

more about the culture. It can be possible to have

pets and kids around and students must follow

the house rules. In some of these options, the

apartment is shared only with one person, other

options might include living with elderly people. 

This option gives the student more freedom to go

around his own house, usually created only for one

person or a couple. Some basic rules about house

care.

In almost all the options you will be

require to pay for a percentage to

book the space for you. You will also

be required to pay for a damage

deposit.



Housing Options
SHARED FLATS WITH STUDENTS

Contact: Daniel Tabares

Email: danieltabares2110@gmail.com

Mobile: (+57) 3017855175

Phone: (+57) (4) 5849372

Address: Calle 2 sur # 46-80 Apto 102

Include:

- Wifi
- Fridge
- Washing machine
- Cleaning service once a week 

Starts in $750.000 COP

*More than 10 rooms available*

Contact: Daniel Tabares

Email: danieltabares2110@gmail.com

Mobile: (+57) 3017855175

Phone: (+57) (4) 5849372

Address: Edificio el Guadual - Calle 4 sur # 43b-8

Include:

- Wifi
- Fridge
- Washing machine
- Cleaning service once a week 

Starts in $1.300.000 COP

*More than 10 rooms available*



SHARED FLATS WITH STUDENTS
Contact: Daniel Tabares

Email: danieltabares2110@gmail.com

Mobile: (+57) 3017855175

Phone: (+57) (4) 5849372

Address: Calle 2 sur #78 #46

Include:

- Wifi
- Fridge
- Washing machine
- Cleaning service once a week 

Starts in $900.000 COP

*More than 10 rooms available*

Contact: Ana Cristina Marquez
Email: gerencia@aaira.com.co

Mobile: (+57) 3117704654

Address: Carrera 52 - Barrio Aranjuez

Distance from EAFIT: 30 minutes using the

metro system

Include:
- Wifi
- TV
- Fridge
- Washing machine
- Parking

$1.200.000 COP

Contact: Andrés Poveda
Email: apovedaz@gmail.com.co

Mobile: (+57) 3216368440

Phone: (+57) (4) 4444564

Address: Calle 27a Sur #47-50 -

Envigado, los jardines

Include:
- Wifi
- TV with cable
- Fridge
- Washing machine
- Cleaning service once a week 

Starts in $700.000 COP
*6 rooms available*



SHARED FLATS WITH STUDENTS

Contact: Mónica Poveda
Email: mpovedaz@gmail.com.co

Mobile: (+57) 3128836469

Phone: (+57) (4) 4444564

Address: Carrera 47 #19 sur -110

Zúñiga, Envigado

Include:
- Wifi
- TV with cable
- Fridge
- Washing machine

Starts in $650.000 COP
*7 rooms available*

Contact: Ana María Bravo Silva
Email: anabravoster@gmail.com

Mobile: (+57) 3008429508 (speaks English)

Address:  Calle 44 #73-79 (second floor) - Laureles, Estadio.

Transportation:
Metro: 7 minutes walking estación Estadio del metro.

Bus 1: Circular sur

Include:
- Wifi
- TV with cable in the living room
- Fridge
- Washing machine
- Cleaning service once a week
- Social areas
- Gifted kitchen

In the rooms:
Bed, desk, bedside table, lamp, closet, each room has an
internet cable.

One Building only for students:

1st floor: 5 Rooms With Private WC ($750.000 each room) *All rooms available*
2nd floor: 6 Rooms. Room 1($750.000) With private WC; Rooms 2, 3, 4, 5 ($600.000) restroom shared with another
room. 
Room 6 Small room but with private WC ($500.000). *Available Rooms: 2, 3 and 4* 
3rd floor: 5 Rooms. 
Room 1 (650.000 with WC); Room 2 (650.000 WC shared with another person); Room 3 (800.000 with private WC,
the biggest room); Room 4 (600.000 WC shared); Room 5 (500.000 small with private WC). *Only Available room 3*
No kids, no pets, smoking zone on the 3rd floor.



Contact: Sebastián Gonzalez
Email: sebas1094g@gmail.com

Mobile: (+57) 3127128563 (speaks English)

Address: 5 Flats in Envigado *4 rooms available*
Transportation to the campus:
Bus: at least 3 routes available.

Metro system.

Include:
- Wifi / each room with internet cable
- TV with cable in the living room
- Fridge
- BBQ
- Washing machine
- Cleaning service once a week 

Rooms with private WC ($750.000)
Rooms with WC shared ($620.000)

In the rooms:
Bed, desk, bedside table, closet, wastebasket.

SHARED FLATS WITH STUDENTS

Contact: Mariana Benincore
Email: c.azularte@gmail.com

Mobile: (+57) 3206731555

Phone: (+57) (4) 3137620

Address: Calle 17A Sur #48-94

Include:
- Wifi
- TV with cable
- Fridge
- Washing machine
- 24 hours private security 

Starts in $600.000 COP
*3 rooms available*



Contact: Sofia Aristizabal
Email: sofia@ce.com.co

Mobile: (+57) 314617005

Address: Carrera 39 # 50 B 68 

Apt 201 - 202

La Playa, el centro - Medellín

Next to the Pablo Tobón Uribe theater

Transportation: 
Tram: 5 minutes walking to estación Bicentenario, it

connects to San Antonio Metro station.

Include:
- Wifi
- TV with cable
- Fridge
- Washing machine
- Gifted kitchen
- Cleaning service once a week
- Shared WC

Starts at $600.000 COP
*4 rooms available*

Contact: Miguel Ángel Alzate

Email: alzajara@hotmail.com

Mobile: (+57) 3148114374

Address: Carrera 50 F 2 sur 48 Guayabal Cristo

Rey.

10 minutes walking from EAFIT

Include:
- Wifi
- TV with cable
- Fridge
- Washing machine
- Cleaning service, twice a week

($400.000 - $450.000COP)
*9 Rooms available* 

SHARED FLATS WITH STUDENTS



Contact: Samuel Bernal
Mobile: +57 3104164577
(speaks English and German)
E-mail: samuelbernal3@hotmail.com
Address: Urbanización Borinquen

Location:
Near to Mall La Frontera, Av. Poblado
San Lucas Plaza
Access to metro system (bus)

Distance from EAFIT: 
30 minutes walking
10 minutes in a car

Include:
-WI-FI
-TV
-Desk
-Private WC
-Washing machine
- Access to kitchen and laundry.

-24/7 security, great view, residential
neighborhood, quiet place to live.

*1 room available*

Price: ($890.000)

Contact: Adolfo Martinez
Phone:  3192480868 (speaks English)
E-mail: adolfo1099@hotmail.com
Address: carrera 67 # 42-120

Distance from EAFIT:
Walking: 1 hr.
Car: 10 min.
Metro: 25min.
Bus: 35 min.
Bike: 20 min.

Include:
- Washing machine
- Wi-fi
- TV with cable

*5 rooms available*

Price: ($590.000 with shared WC) and
($650.000 with private WC)

SHARED FLATS WITH STUDENTS

mailto:samuelbernal3@hotmail.com


Housing Options
ROOMS IN FAMILY FLATS

Contact: Andrés Cardona 
Email: andres_cardona_medina@hotmail.com

Mobile: (+57) 3137216351

Phone: (+57) (4) 3131225

Address: Carrera 34 #18 AA sur 142

San Lucas

Include:
- Wifi
- TV with cable
- Fridge
- Hot water
- Washing machine
- 24 hours gate

Starts in $1.200.000 COP
*2 Rooms available* 

Contact: Marta Luz Vega
Email: martaluz.vega@gmail.com

Mobile: (+57) 3184151534

Address: Carrera 45 #9 sur 12

Apt 901

Include:
- Wifi
- TV with cable
- Fridge
- Hot water
- Washing machine
- 24 hours gate
- 2 meals per day

Starts in $1.350.000 COP
*2 Rooms available* 



ROOMS IN FAMILY FLATS

Contact: Cristina Isabel Pereira Pomarico
Email: cpereira@eafit.edu.co

Mobile: (+57) 3006405048

Phone: (+57) (4) 2996456

Address: Calle 17 A sur #48-94

Include:
- Wifi
- TV with cable
- Fridge
- Hot water
- Washing machine
- 24 hours gate

Starts in $700.000 COP
*2 Rooms available* 

Contact: Beatriz Elena Agudelo
Email: belea24@gmail.com

Mobile: (+57) 3007859020

Phone: (+57) (4) 2688161

Address: Carrera 47 #1-95

Include:
- Wifi
- TV with cable
- Fridge
- Washing machine
- 24 hours private security
- Pool
- Laundry and cleaning service
- Private WC

Starts in $1.000.000 COP
*1 Room available* 



Housing Options
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

Contact: Dora Isabel Martínez
Email: dorisabell@hotmail.com

Mobile: (+57) 3218004635

Address: Carrera 43A 25B sur 108

Include:
- Wifi
- TV with cable
- Fridge
- Hot water
- Washing machine
- 24 hours gate

Starts in $850.000 COP

Contact: Coinmuebles - Alicia Díaz
Email: coinmuebles@gmail.com

Mobile: (+57) 3012822145

Address: Carrera 48 #4 sur 200

Apt 1007

Unidad Riobamba

Include:
- Wifi
- TV with cable
- Fridge
- Hot water
- Washing machine
- Cleaning service once a week

Starts in $780.000 COP
*3 rooms available*



Contact: Lisa Bartelsman
Email: lisbartelsman@hotmail.com

Mobile: (+57) 3218479905 (speaks English)

Address: Calle 36 sur #22 04 Interior 127

Loft for 1, surrounded by nature, quite and

peaceful. 

Transportation: 10 minutes walk to bus station.  

That bus connects to Envigado or Ayurá metro

station

Include:
- Wifi
- TV with cable
- Fridge
- Hot water
- Washing machine
- Cleaning service once a week
- Parking

$1.300.000 COP

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

Any 
doubt?

Ask your
buddy!



VICO Integration Meetups
Weekly Newsletter presenting the best events of the city.
Get to know the best spots in the city with special prices through
VICO Discounts.

Deposit administration.
Transparent contracts.
Client service 7 days a week

VICO is a marketplace for shared houses and co-living spaces for
students and young professionals.

 
 

Community

Secure payment platform for your monthly rents

Booking process

https://www.getvico.com/vicos/eafit

WE ALSO RECOMMEND:

https://www.getvico.com/vicos/eafit

